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Abstract: In recent years we witness a rapid growth of
interest in rough set theory and its applications, worldwide. The theory has been followed by the development of
several software systems that implement rough set operations, in particular for solving knowledge discovery and
data mining tasks. Rough sets are applied in domains,
such as, for instance, medicine, finance, telecommunication, vibration analysis, conflict resolution, intelligent agents, pattern recognition, control theory, signal analysis,
process industry, marketing, etc.
We introduce basic notions and discuss methodologies for
analyzing data and surveys some applications. In particular we present applications of rough set methods for
feature selection, feature extraction, discovery of patterns and their applications for decomposition of large data
tables as well as the relationship of rough sets with association rules. Boolean reasoning is crucial for all the
discussed methods.
We also present an overview of some extensions of the
classical rough set approach. Among them is rough mereology developed as a tool for synthesis of objects satisfying
a given specification in a satisfactory degree. Applications
of rough mereology in such areas like granular computing,
spatial reasoning and data mining in distributed environment are outlined.

1

Basic rough set approach

We start by presenting the basic notions of classical
rough set approach [41] introduced to deal with imprecise or vague concepts.
Information systems
A data set can be represented by a table where each
row represents, for instance, an object, a case, or an
event. Every column represents an attribute, or an
observation, or a property that can be measured for
each object; it can also be supplied by a human expert
or user. This table is called an information system.
More formally, it is a pair A = (U, A) where U is
a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe
and A is a non-empty finite set of attributes such that

a : U → Va for every a ∈ A. The set Va is called the
value set of a. By InfB (x) = {(a, a(x)) : a ∈ B} we
denote the information signature of x with respect to
B, where B ⊆ A and x ∈ U.
Decision systems
In many cases the target of the classification, that
is, the family of concepts to be approximated is represented by an additional attribute called decision.
Information systems of this kind are called decision
systems. A decision system is any system of the form
A = (U, A, d), where d 6∈ A is the decision attribute
and A is a set of conditional attributes or simply conditions.
Let A = (U, A, d) be given and let Vd =
{v1 , . . . , vr(d) }. Decision d determines a partition
{X1 , . . . , Xr(d) } of the universe U , where Xk = {x ∈
U : d(x) = vk } for 1 ≤ k ≤ r(d). The set Xi is called
the i-th decision class of A. By Xd (u) we denote the
decision class {x ∈ U : d(x) = d(u)}, for any u ∈ U .
One can generalize the above definition to a case of
decision systems of the form A = (U, A, D) where the
sets D = {d1 , ...dk } of decision attributes and A are
assumed to be disjoint. Formally this system can be
treated as the decision system A = (U, A, dD ) where
dD (x) = (d1 (x), ..., dk (x)) for x ∈ U.
The decision tables can be identified with training
samples known in Machine Learning and used to induce concept approximations in the process known as
supervised learning [28].
Rough set approach allows to precisely define the notion of concept approximation. It is based [41] on
the indiscernibility relation between objects defining
a partition (or covering) of the universe U of objects.
The indiscernibility of objects follows from the fact
that they are perceived by means of values of available attributes. Hence some objects having the same
(or similar) values of attributes are indiscernible.

Indiscernibility relation
Let A = (U, A) be an information system, then with
any B ⊆ A there is associated an equivalence relation
IN DA (B):
IN DA (B) = {(x, x0 ) ∈ U 2 : ∀a ∈ B a(x) = a(x0 )}
IN DA (B) (or, IN D(B), for short) is called the Bindiscernibility relation, its classes are denoted by
[x]B . By X/B we denote the partition of U defined
by the indiscernibility relation IN D(B).
Now we will discuss what sets of objects can be expressed (defined) by formulas constructed by means
of attributes and their values. The simplest formulas,
called descriptors, are of the form a = v where a ∈ A
and v ∈ Va . One can consider generalized descriptors
of the form a ∈ S where S ⊆ Va . The descriptors
can be combined into more complex formulas using
propositional connectives. The meaning kϕkA in A
of formula ϕ is defined inductively by
1. if ϕ is of the form a = v then kϕkA = {x ∈ U :
a(x) = v} ;
2. kϕ ∧ ϕ0 kA = kϕkA ∩ kϕ0 kA ; kϕ ∨ ϕ0 kA = kϕkA ∪
kϕ0 kA ; k¬ϕkA = U − kϕkA .
The above definition can be easily extended to generalized descriptors.
Any set of objects X ⊆ U definable in A by some
formula ϕ (i.e., X=kϕkA ) is referred to as a crisp (exact) set – otherwise the set is rough (inexact, vague).
Vague concepts may be only approximated by crisp
concepts; these approximations are defined now [41].
Lower and upper approximation of sets,
boundary regions
Let A = (U, A) be an information system and let B ⊆
A and X ⊆ U . We can approximate X using only
the information contained in B by constructing the
B-lower and B-upper approximations of X, denoted
BX and BX respectively, where BX = {x : [x]B ⊆
X} and BX = {x : [x]B ∩ X 6= ∅}.
The lower approximation corresponds to certain rules
while the upper approximation to possible rules (rules
with confidence greater than 0) for X. The B-lower
approximation of X is the set of all objects which
can be with certainty classified to X using attributes
from B. The set U − BX is called the B-outside region of X and consists of those objects which can be
with certainty classified as not belonging to X using
attributes from B. The set BNB (X) = BX − BX

is called the B-boundary region of X thus consisting
of those objects that on the basis of the attributes
from B cannot be unambiguously classified into X.
A set is said to be rough (respectively crisp) if the
boundary region is non-empty (respectively empty).
Consequently each rough set has boundary-line cases,
i.e., objects which cannot be with certainty classified
neither as members of the set nor of its complement. Obviously crisp sets have no boundary-line elements at all. That means that boundary-line cases
cannot be properly classified by employing the available knowledge. The size of the boundary region can
be used as a measure of the quality of set approximation (in U ).
It can be easily seen that the lower and upper approximations of a set are, respectively, the interior
and the closure of this set in the topology generated
by the indiscernibility relation.
One can consider weaker indiscernibility relations defined by tolerance relations defining coverings of the
universe of objects by tolerance (similarity) classes.
An extension of rough set approach based on tolerance relations has been used for pattern extraction
and concept approximation (see, e.g., [60], [64], [35],
[32]).
Quality measures of concept approximation
and measures of inclusion and closeness of
concepts
We now present some examples of measures of quality approximation as well as of inclusion and closeness (approximate equivalence). These notions are
instrumental in evaluating the strength of rules and
closeness of concepts as well as being applicable in determining plausible reasoning schemes [46], [51]. Important role is also played by entropy measures (see
e.g., [11]).
Let us consider first an example of a quality measure
of approximations.
Accuracy of approximation. A rough set X can
be characterized numerically by the following coefficient
|B(X)|
,
αB (X) =
|B(X)|
called the accuracy of approximation, where |X| denotes the cardinality of X 6= ∅ and B is a set of attributes. Obviously 0 ≤ αB (X) ≤ 1. If αB (X) = 1,
X is crisp with respect to B (X is exact with respect
to B), and otherwise, if αB (X) < 1, X is rough with
respect to B (X is vague with respect to B).

Rough membership function. In classical set theory either an element belongs to a set or it does not.
The corresponding membership function is the characteristic function of the set, i.e., the function takes
values 1 and 0, respectively. In the case of rough sets the notion of membership is different. The rough
membership function quantifies the degree of relative
overlap between the set X and the equivalence class
to which x belongs. It is defined as follows:
µB
X (x)

: U → [0, 1] and

µB
X (x)

|[x]B ∩ X|
=
.
|[x]B |

The rough membership function can be interpreted as
a frequency–based estimate of Pr(y ∈ X | u), the conditional probability that object y belongs to set X,
given the information signature u = InfB (x) of object x with respect to attributes B. The value µB
X (x)
measures degree of inclusion of {y ∈ U : InfB (x) =
InfB (y)} in X.
Positive region and its measure. If X1 , . . . , Xr(d)
are decision classes of A, then the set BX1 ∪ . . . ∪
BXr(d) is called the B–positive region of A and is
denoted by POS B (d). The number |P OSB (d)|/|U |
measures a degree of inclusion of the partition defined by attributes from B into the partition defined
by the decision.
Dependencies in a degree. Another important
issue in data analysis is discovering dependencies among attributes. Intuitively, a set of attributes D
depends totally on a set of attributes C, denoted
C ⇒ D, if all values of attributes from D are uniquely
determined by values of attributes from C. In other words, D depends totally on C, if there exists a
functional dependency between values of D and C.
Dependency can be formally defined as follows.
Let D and C be subsets of A. We will say that D
depends on C in a degree k (0 ≤ k ≤ 1), denoted
C ⇒k D, if
k = γ(C, D) =

|P OSC (D)|
,
|U |

where P OSC (D) = P OSC (dD ).
Obviously
γ(C, D) =

X

X∈U/D

|C(X)|
.
|U |

If k = 1 we say that D depends totally on C, and if
k < 1, we say that D depends partially (to a degree k)

on C. γ(C, D) describes the closeness of the partition
U/D and its approximation with respect to conditions
from C.
The coefficient k expresses the ratio of all elements of
the universe which can be properly classified to blocks
of the partition U/D by employing attributes C. It
will be called the degree of the dependency.
Inclusion and closeness in a degree. Instead of
classical exact set inclusion inclusion in a degree is
often used in the process of deriving knowledge from
data. Well known measure of inclusion of two nonempty sets X, Y ⊆ U is described by |X ∩ Y |/|X| [2],
[46]; their closeness can be defined by
min (|X ∩ Y |/|X|, |X ∩ Y |/|Y |) .

2

Searching for knowledge

We have pointed out that rough set approach has
been introduced by Z. Pawlak [41] to deal with vague
or imprecise concepts. More generally it is an approach for deriving knowledge from data and for reasoning about knowledge derived from data. Searching for knowledge is usually guided by some constraints [23]. A wide class of such constraints can be
expressed in rough set setting or its generalizations (like rough mereology [46], or granular computing
[51]). Knowledge derived from data by rough set approach consists of different constructs. Among them
are basic for rough set approach constructs, called
reducts, different kinds of rules (like decision rules or
association rules) dependencies, patterns (templates)
or classifiers. The reducts are of special importance
because all other constructs can be derived from different kinds of reducts using rough set approach.
Searching strategies for reducts are based on Boolean
(propositional) reasoning [4] because constraints (e.g.
related to discernibility of objects) are expressible by
propositional formulas. Moreover, using Boolean reasoning data models with the minimum description
length [53], [28] can be induced because they correspond to some constructs of Boolean functions called
prime implicants (or their approximations). Searching for knowledge can be performed in the language
close to data or in a language with more abstract concepts what is closely related to problems of feature
selection and feature extraction in Machine Learning
or Pattern Recognition [28]. Let us also mention that
data models derived from data by using rough set approach are controlled using statistical test procedures
(for more details see, e.g., [11], [10]).
In the paper we present illustrative examples showing

how the above outlined general scheme is used for
deriving knowledge from data.

erences see the papers and bibliography in [58], [37],
[48], [49]).

Finally, we would like to mention that extensions of
rough sets like rough mereology [46] or granular computing [51] have been developed for extracting knowledge and reasoning about knowledge related to more
complex data models like those in distributed environment or related to qualitative reasoning (e.g., spatial reasoning [54]).

Most of the problems related to generation of the
above mentioned constructs are of high computational complexity (i.e., they are NP-complete or NPhard). This is also showing that most of the problems
related to, e.g., feature selection, pattern extraction
from data have intrinsic high computational complexity. However, using developed methodology based on
discernibility and Boolean reasoning it was possible
to discover efficient heuristics returning suboptimal
solutions of the problems.

Now, it will be important to make some remarks
on Boolean reasoning because the most methods discussed later are based on generation of reducts using
Boolean reasoning.
Boolean reasoning
The combination of rough set approach with Boolean
Reasoning [4] has created a powerful methodology
allowing to formulate and efficiently solve searching
problems for different kinds of reducts and their approximations.
The idea of Boolean reasoning is based on the construction for a given problem P of a corresponding
Boolean function fP with the following property: the
solutions for the problem P can be recovered from
prime implicants of fP . An implicant of a Boolean
function f is any conjunction of literals (variables or
their negations) such that if the values of these literals
are true under an arbitrary valuation v of variables
then the value of the function f under v is also true.
A prime implicant is a minimal implicant.
Searching strategies for data models under a given
partition of objects are based, using rough set approach, on discernibility and Boolean reasoning (see
e.g., [35], [32],[58], [64], [65], [48], [49]). This process
covers also tuning of parameters like thresholds used
to extract relevant partition (or covering), to measure
the degree of inclusion (or closeness) of sets, or the
parameters measuring the quality of approximation.
It is necessary to deal with Boolean functions of large
size to solve real-life problems. However, a successful methodology based on the discernibility of objects and Boolean reasoning has been developed for
computing of many important for applications constructs like reducts and their approximations, decision rules, association rules, discretization of real value attributes, symbolic value grouping, searching for
new features defined by oblique hyperplanes or higher
order surfaces, pattern extraction from data as well
as conflict resolution or negotiation. Reducts are also
basic tools for extracting from data functional dependencies or functional dependencies in a degree (for ref-

The reported results of experiments on many data
sets are very promising. They show very good quality of solutions (expressed by the classification quality of unseen objects and time necessary for solution
construction) generated by the heuristics in comparison with other methods reported in literature. Moreover, for large data sets the decomposition methods
based on patterns called templates have been developed (see e.g., [35], [32]) as well as a method to deal
with large relational databases (see e.g., [31]). The
first one is based on decomposition of large data into
regular sub-domains which are of size feasible for developed methods. We will discuss this method later.
The second, (see e.g., [31]) has shown that Boolean
reasoning methodology can be extended to large relational data bases. The main idea is based on observation that relevant Boolean variables for very large
formula (corresponding to analyzed relational data
base) can be discovered by analyzing some statistical information. This statistical information can be
efficiently extracted from large data bases.
Another interesting statistical approach is based on
different sampling strategies. Samples are analyzed
using the developed strategies and stable constructs
for sufficiently large number of samples are considered
as relevant for the whole table. This approach has
been successfully used for generating different kinds of so called dynamic reducts (see e.g., [3]). It has
been used for example for generation of so called dynamic decision rules. Experiments on different data
sets have proved that these methods are promising
for large data sets.
Our approach is strongly related to propositional reasoning [55] and further progress in propositional reasoning will bring further progress in developing of the
discussed methods. It is important to note that the
methodology allows to construct heuristics having a
very important approximation property which can be
formulated as follows: expressions (i.e., implicants)
generated by heuristics close to prime implicants de-

fine approximate solutions for the problem [55].
In the sequel we will discuss in more details different
kinds of reducts and their applications for deriving
different forms of knowledge from data.
2.1

Reducts in information systems and
decision systems

We start from reducts of information systems. Given
an A = (U, A), a reduct is a minimal set of attributes
B ⊆ A such that IND A (B) = IND A (A). In other
words, a reduct is a minimal set of attributes from
A that preserves the original classification defined by
the set A of attributes. Finding a minimal reduct
is NP-hard [59]; one can also show that for any m
there exists an information system with m attributes
having an exponential number of reducts. There exist
fortunately good heuristics that compute sufficiently
many reducts in an acceptable time.
Let A be an information system with n objects. The
discernibility matrix of A is a symmetric n×n matrix
with entries cij as given below. Each entry consists
of the set of attributes upon which objects xi and xj
differ.
cij = {a ∈ A | a(xi ) 6= a(xj )} for i, j = 1, ..., n.
A discernibility function fA for an information system A is a Boolean function of m Boolean variables
a∗1 , ..., a∗m (corresponding to the attributes a1 , ..., am )
defined by

U x0 IND(A) x and d(x0 ) = i}. A decision system
A is called consistent (deterministic), if |∂A (x)| = 1
for any x ∈ U , otherwise A is inconsistent (nondeterministic). Any set consisting of all objects with
the same generalized decision value is called the generalized decision class.
It is easy to see that a decision system A is consistent if, and only if, POS A (d) = U . Moreover, if
∂B = ∂B 0 , then POS B (d) = POS B 0 (d) for any pair of
non-empty sets B, B 0 ⊆ A. Hence the definition of a
decision-relative reduct: a subset B ⊆ A is a relative
reduct if it is a minimal set such that P OSA (d) =
P OSB (d). Decision-relative reducts may be found
from a discernibility matrix: M d (A) = (cdij ) assuming
cdij = cij − {d} if (|∂A (xi )| = 1 or |∂A (xj )| = 1) and
∂A (xi ) 6= ∂A (xj ) , cdij = ∅, otherwise. Matrix M d (A)
is called the decision-relative discernibility matrix of
A. Construction of the decision-relative discernibility function from this matrix follows the construction
of the discernibility function from the discernibility
matrix. One can observe [59] that the set of prime
d
(A) defines the set of all decisionimplicants of fM
relative reducts of A.
In some applications, instead of reducts we prefer
to use their approximations called α-reducts, where
α ∈ [0, 1] is a real parameter. For a given information system A = (U, A) the set of attributes B ⊆ A is
called α-reduct if B has nonempty intersection with
at least α · 100% of nonempty sets ci,j of the discernibility matrix of A.
2.2

fA (a∗1 , ..., a∗m ) =

^ n_

o
c∗ij | 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n, cij =
6 ∅

where c∗ij = {a∗ | a ∈ cij }. In the sequel we will write
ai instead of a∗i .
The discernibility function fA describes constraints
which should be preserved if one would like to preserve discernibility between all pairs of discernible
objects from A. It requires to keep at least one attribute from each non-empty entry of the discernibility matrix, i.e., corresponding to any pair of discernible objects. One can show [59] that the sets of
all minimal sets of attributes preserving discernibility between objects, i.e., reducts correspond to prime
implicants of the discernibility function fA .
The intersection of all reducts is the so-called core.
In general, the decision is not constant on the indiscernibility classes. Let A = (U, A, d) be a decision
system. The generalized decision in A is the function ∂A : U −→ P(Vd ) defined by ∂A (x) = {i | ∃x0 ∈

Reducts and Boolean reasoning:
Examples of applications

We will present examples showing how the rough set
methods in combination with Boolean reasoning can
be used for solving several KDD problems. A crucial for our approach are rough set constructs called
reducts. They are (prime) implicants of suitably chosen Boolean functions expressing discernibility conditions which should be preserved during reduction.
Feature selection
Selection of relevant features is an important problem
and has been extensively studied in Machine Learning
and Pattern Recognition (see e.g., [28]). It is also a
very active research area in the rough set community.
One of the first ideas [41] was to consider the core
of the reduct set of the information system A as the
source of relevant features. One can observe that relevant feature sets (in a sense used by the machine
learning community) can be interpreted in most cas-

es as the decision-relative reducts of decision systems
obtained by adding appropriately constructed decisions to a given information system.

Another possibility is to consider as relevant the features that come from approximate reducts of sufficiently high quality.

Another approach is related to dynamic reducts (for
references see e.g., [48]). The attributes are considered relevant if they belong to dynamic reducts with a
sufficiently high stability coefficient, i.e., they appear
with sufficiently high frequency in random samples of
a given information system. Several experiments (see
[48]) show that the set of decision rules based on such
attributes is much smaller than the set of all decision
rules. At the same time the quality of classification
of new objects increases or does not change if one
only considers rules constructed over such relevant
features.

Any subset B of C can be treated as an approximate
reduct of C and the number

The idea of attribute reduction can be generalized
by introducing a concept of significance of attributes
which enables to evaluate attributes not only in the
two-valued scale dispensable – indispensable but also
in the multi-value case by assigning to an attribute a
real number from the interval [0,1] that expresses the
importance of an attribute in the information table.
Significance of an attribute can be evaluated by measuring the effect of removing the attribute from an
information table.
Let C and D be sets of condition and decision attributes, respectively, and let a ∈ C be a condition
attribute. It was shown previously that the number
γ(C, D) expresses the degree of dependency between
attributes C and D, or the accuracy of the approximation of U/D by C. It may be now checked how
the coefficient γ(C, D) changes when attribute a is
removed. In other words, what is the difference between γ(C, D) and γ((C − {a}, D). The difference is
normalized and the significance of attribute a is defined by
σ(C,D) (a) =

(γ(C, D) − γ(C − {a}, D))
=
γ(C, D)

=1−

γ(C − {a}, D)
.
γ(C, D)

Coefficient σC,D (a) can be understood as a classification error which occurs when attribute a is dropped.
The significance coefficient can be extended to sets of
attributes as follows:
σ(C,D) (B) =

(γ(C, D) − γ(C − B, D))
=
γ(C, D)

=1−

γ(C − B, D)
.
γ(C, D)

ε(C,D) (B) =

γ(B, D)
(γ(C, D) − γ(B, D))
=1−
,
γ(C, D)
γ(C, D)

is called an error of reduct approximation. It expresses how exactly the set of attributes B approximates
the set of condition attributes C with respect to determining D.
Several other methods of reduct approximation based
on measures different from positive region have been
developed. All experiments confirm the hypothesis
that by tuning the level of approximation the classification quality of new objects may be increased in
most cases. It is important to note that it is once again possible to use Boolean reasoning to compute the
different types of reducts and to extract from them
relevant approximations.
Feature extraction
Non-categorical attributes must be discretized in a
pre-processing step. The discretization step determines how coarsely we want to view the world. Discretization is a step that is not specific to the rough
set approach. A majority of rule or tree induction
algorithms require it in order to perform well. The
search for appropriate cut-off points can be reduced
to finding some minimal Boolean expressions called
prime implicants.
Discretization can be treated as a searching for more
coarser partitions of the universe still relevant for inducing concept description of high quality. We will
also show that this basic problem can be reduced to
computing of basic constructs of rough sets, namely reducts of some systems. Hence it follows that we
can estimate the computational complexity of the discretization problems. Moreover, heuristics for computing reducts and prime implicants can be used here.
The general heuristics can be modified to more optimal ones using konwledge about the problem e.g. natural order of the set of reals, etc. The discretization is
only an illustrative example of many other problems
with the same property.
The rough set community have been committed to
constructing efficient algorithms for (new) feature extraction. Rough set methods combined with Boolean
reasoning [4] lead to several successful approaches to
feature extraction. The most successful methods are:

A
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7

a
0.8
1
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.6
1.3

b
2
0.5
3
1
2
3
1

d
1
0
0
1
0
1
1

⇒

(a)

AP
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7

aP
0
1
1
1
1
2
1

bP
2
0
2
1
2
2
1

d
1
0
0
1
0
1
1

(b)

Table 1: The discretization process: (a) The original decision system A. (b) The P-discretization of A,
where P = {(a, 0.9), (a, 1.5), (b, 0.75), (b, 1.5)}
• discretization techniques,
• methods of partitioning of nominal attribute value sets and
• combinations of the above methods.

A discretization process produces a partition of the
value sets of the conditional attributes into intervals. The partition is done so that a consistent decision
system is obtained from a given consistent decision
system by a substitution of any object’s original value in A by the (unique) name of the interval(s) in
which it is contained. In this way the size of the value sets of the attributes may be reduced. If a given
decision system is not consistent one can transform it
to the consistent decision system by taking the generalized decision instead of the original one. Next it
is possible to apply the above method. It will return
cuts with the following property: regions bounded by
them consist of objects with the same generalized decision. Certainly, one can consider also soft (impure)
cuts and induce the relevant cuts on their basis (see
the bibliography in [48]).
Example 2.2 The following intervals are obtained
in our example system:
[0.8, 1); [1, 1.3); [1.3, 1.4); [1.4, 1.6) for a);

Searching for new features expressed by multi-modal
formulae can be mentioned here. Structural objects
can be interpreted as models (so called Kripke models) of such formulas and the problem of searching
for relevant features reduces to construction of multimodal formulas expressing properties of the structural objects discerning objects or sets of objects [36].
For more details the reader is referred to the bibliography in [49].
The reported results show that discretization problems and symbolic value partition problems are of
high computational complexity (i.e. NP-complete or
NP-hard) which clearly justifies the importance of designing efficient heuristics. The idea of discretization
is illustrated with a simple example.
Example 2.1 Let us consider a (consistent) decision
system (see Tab. 1(a)) with two conditional attributes
a and b and seven objects u1 , ..., u7 . The values of
the attributes of these objects and the values of the
decision d are presented in Tab. 1.
The sets of possible values of a and b are defined by:
Va = [0, 2) ; Vb = [0, 4) .
The sets of values of a and b for objects from U are
respectively given by:
a(U ) = {0.8, 1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6} and
b(U ) = {0.5, 1, 2, 3}
2

[0.5, 1); [1, 2); [2, 3) for b).
The idea of cuts can be introduced now. Cuts are
pairs (a, c) where c ∈ Va . Our considerations are
restricted to cuts defined by the middle points of the
above intervals. In our example the following cuts are
obtained:
(a, 0.9); (a, 1.15); (a, 1.35); (a, 1.5);
(b, 0.75); (b, 1.5); (b, 2.5).
Any cut defines a new conditional attribute with binary values. For example, the attribute corresponding
to the cut (a, 1.2) is equal to 0 if a(x) < 1.2; otherwise
it is equal to 1.
2
Any set P of cuts defines a new conditional attribute
aP for any a. Given a partition of the value set of a
by cuts from P one can put the unique names for the
elements of these partition.
Example 2.3 Let
P = {(a, 0.9), (a, 1.5), (b, 0.75), (b, 1.5)}
be the set of cuts. These cuts glue together the values of a smaller then 0.9, all the values in interval
[0.9, 1.5) and all the values in interval [1.5, 4). A similar construction can be repeated for b. The values
of the new attributes aP and bP are shown in Tab. 1
(b).
2
The next natural step is to construct a set of cuts
with a minimal number of elements. This may be
done using Boolean reasoning.

Let A = (U, A, d) be a decision system where U =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, A = {a1 , . . . , ak } and d : U −→
{1, . . . , r}. We assume Va = [la , ra ) ⊂ < to be a
real interval for any a ∈ A and A to be a consistent decision system. Any pair (a, c) where a ∈ A
and c ∈ < will be called a cut on Va . Let Pa =
{[ca0 , ca1 ), [ca1 , ca2 ), . . . , [caka , caka +1 )} be a partition of Va
(for a ∈ A) into subintervals for some integer ka ,
where la = ca0 < ca1 < ca2 < . . . < caka < caka +1 = ra
and Va = [ca0 , ca1 ) ∪ [ca1 , ca2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ [caka , caka +1 ). It follows that any partition Pa is uniquely defined and is
often identified with the set of cuts
{(a, ca1 ), (a, ca2 ), . . . , (a, caka )} ⊂ A × <.
S
Given A = (U, A, d) any set of cuts P = a∈A Pa
defines a new decision system AP = (U, AP , d) called
P-discretization of A, where AP = {aP : a ∈ A}
and aP (x) = i ⇔ a(x) ∈ [cai , cai+1 ) for x ∈ U and
i ∈ {0, .., ka }.
Two sets of cuts P0 and P are equivalent, written
0
P0 ≡A P, iff AP = AP . The equivalence relation ≡A
has a finite number of equivalence classes. Equivalent families of partitions will be not discerned in the
sequel.
The set of cuts P is called A-consistent if ∂A = ∂AP ,
where ∂A and ∂AP are generalized decisions of A and
AP , respectively. An A-consistent set of cuts Pirr is
A-irreducible if P is not A-consistent for any P ⊂
Pirr . The A-consistent set of cuts Popt is A-optimal
if card (Popt ) ≤ card (P) for any A-consistent set of
cuts P.
It can be shown that the decision problem of checking if for a given decision system A and an integer
k there exists an irreducible set of cuts P in A such
that card(P) < k is N P -complete. The problem of
searching for an optimal set of cuts P in a given decision system A is N P -hard.
Despite these complexity bounds it is possible to devise efficient heuristics that return semi-minimal sets
of cuts. The simplest huristics is based on Johnson’s
strategy. The strategy is first to look for a cut discerning a maximal number of object pairs and then
to eliminate all already discerned object pairs. This
procedure is repeated until all object pairs to be discerned are discerned. It is interesting to note that
this heuristics can be realized by computing the minimal relative reduct of the corresponding decision system. The “MD heuristic” is analogous to Johnson’s
approximation algorithm. It may be formulated as
follows:
ALGORITHM: MD-heuristics (A semi-optimal

family of partitions )
S1. Construct table A∗ = (U ∗ , A∗ , d) from A =
(U, A) where U ∗ is the set of pairs (x, y) of objects
to be discerned by d and A∗ consists of attribute
c∗ for any cut c and c∗ is defined by c∗ (x, y) = 1
if and only if c discerns x and y (i.e., x, y are in
different half-spaces defined by c); set B= A∗ ;
S2. Choose a column from B with the maximal number of occurrences of 1’s;
S3. Delete from B the column chosen in Step 2 (S2)
and all rows marked with 1 in this column;
S4. If B is non-empty then go to Step 2 (S2) else
Stop.
This algorithm searches for a cut which discerns the
largest number of pairs of objects (MD-heuristic).
Then the cut c is moved from A∗ to the resulting
set of cuts P; and all pairs of objects discerned by c
are removed from U ∗ . The algorithm continues until
U ∗ becomes empty.
Let n be the number of objects and let k be the
number of attributes of decision system A. The following inequalities hold: card (A∗ ) ≤ (n − 1) k and
card (U ∗ ) ≤ n(n−1)
2  . It is easy to observe that for any
cut c ∈ A∗ O n2 steps are required in order to find
the number of all pairs of objects discerned by c. A
straightforward realization of the algorithm therefore
requires O kn2 of memory space and O(kn3 ) steps
in order to determine one cut cut. This approach is
clearly impractical. However, it is possible to observe
that in the process of searching for the set of pairs of
objects discerned by currently analyzed cut from an
increasing sequence of cuts one can use information
about such set of pairs of objects computed for the
previously considered cut. The MD-heuristic using
this observation [30] determines the best cut (for a
given attribute) in O (kn) steps using O (kn) space
only. This heuristic is reported to be very efficient
with respect to the time necessary for decision rules
generation as well as with respect to the quality of
unseen object classification.
Let us observe that in the considered case of discretization the new features are of the form a ∈ V ,
where V ⊆ Va and Va is the set of the values of attribute a.
We report some results of experiments on data sets
using this heuristic. We would like to comment for example on the result of classification received by application of this heuristic to Shuttle data (Table 3). The
result concerning classification quality is the same as

Names
Australian
Glass
Heart
Iris
Vehicle
Diabetes
SatImage
Shuttle

Nr of
class.
2
7
2
3
4
2
6
6

Train.
table
690×14
214×9
270×13
150×4
846×19
768×8
4436×36
43500×7

Test.
table
CV5
CV5
CV5
CV5
CV5
CV5
2000
14500

Best
results
85.65%
69.62%
82.59%
96.00%
69.86%
76.04%
90.06%
99.99%

Table 2: Data tables stored in the UC Irvine Repository
Data
tables
Australian
Glass
Heart
Iris
Vehicle
Diabetes
SatImage
Shuttle

Diagonal cuts
#cuts quality
18
79.71%
14±1 67.89%
11±1 79.25%
7±2
92.70%
25
59.70%
20
74.24%
47
81.73%
15
99.99%

Hyperplanes
#cuts quality
16
82.46%
12
70.06%
11±1 80.37%
6±2
96.7%
20±2 64.42%
19
76.08%
43
82.90%
15
99.99%

Table 3: Results of experiments on Machine Learning
data.
the best result reported in [27] but the time is of order better than for the best result from [27]. In the
table we present also the results of experiments with
heuristic searching for features defined by oblique hyperplanes. This heuristic has been developed using
genetic algorithm allowing to tune the position of hyperplane to the optimal one [30]. In this way one can
implement propositional reasoning using some background knowledge about the problem.
In experiments we have chosen several data tables
with real value attributes from the U.C. Irvine repository. For some tables, taking into account the small number of their objects, we have adopted the approach based on five-fold cross-validation (CV − 5).
The obtained results (Table 3) can be compared with
those reported in [9, 27] (Table 2). For predicting decisions on new cases we apply only decision rules generated either by the decision tree (using hyperplanes)
or by rules generated in parallel with discretization.
For some tables the classification quality of our algorithm is better than that of the C4.5 or Naive -Bayes
induction algorithms [52] even when used with different discretization methods [9, 27, 15].
Comparing this method with the other methods re-

ported in [27], we can conclude that our algorithms
have the shortest runtime and a good overall classification quality (in many cases our results were the
best in comparison to many other methods reported
in literature).
We would like to stress that inducing of the minimal number of the relevant cuts is equivalent to computing of the minimal reduct of decision system constructed from the discussed above system A∗ [30].
This in turn, as we have shown, is equivalent to the
problem of computing of minimal prime implicants of
Boolean functions. This is only illustration of a wide
class of basic problems of Machine Learning, Pattern
Recognition and KDD which can be reduced to problems of relevant reduct computation.
Our next illustrative example concerns symbolic
(nominal, qualitative) attribute value grouping. We
also present some experimental results of heuristics based on the developed methods in case of mixed
nominal and numeric attributes.
In case of symbolic value attribute (i.e., without preassumed order on values of given attributes) the problem of searching for new features of the form a ∈ V is,
in a sense, from practical point of view more complicated than the for real value attributes. However, it
is possible to develop efficient heuristics for this case
using Boolean reasoning.
Let A = (U, A, d) be a decision table. Any function Pa : Va → {1, . . . , ma } (where ma ≤ |Va |) is
called a partition of Va . The rank of Pai is the value rank (Pai ) = |Pai (Vai ) |. The family of partitions
{Pa }a∈B is consistent with B (B − consistent) iff the
condition [(u, u0 ) ∈
/ IN D(B) and d(u) 6= d(u0 ) implies
∃a∈B [Pa (a(u)) 6= Pa (a(u0 ))]] holds for any (u, u0 ) ∈ U.
It means that if two objects u, u0 are discerned by B
and d, then they must be discerned by partition attributes defined by {Pa }a∈B . We consider the following optimization problem
PARTITION PROBLEM: symbolic value
partition problem:
Given a decision table A = (U, A, d) and a set of
attributes B ⊆ A, search for the minimal B −
consistent family of partitions P
(i.e., such B −
consistent family {Pa }a∈B that a∈B rank (Pa )
is minimal).
To discern between pairs of objects we will use new bi0
0
nary features avv (for v 6= v 0 ) defined by avv (x, y) = 1
iff a(x) = v 6= v 0 = a(y). One can apply the Johnson
heuristic for the new matrix with these attributes to

A
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
u8
u9
u10

a
a1
a1
a2
a3
a1
a2
a2
a4
a3
a2

b
b1
b2
b3
b1
b4
b2
b1
b2
b4
b5

M(A)
u5

u1
b
bb1

u6

aa12 , bb1

u7

aa12

u8

aa14 , bb1

u9

aa13 , bb1

aa13 , bb2

a

b

u10

a
aa12 ,

4
b
bb2
5

4
a

2

a

u2
b
bb2

u3
a
b
aa12 , bb3

aa12

bb2

4
a

b

b

a

a

b

b

a
aa12 ,

4
b
bb1
5

2

a

aa14

2

4

b

aa12 , bb1

a

d
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
b
bb1
3
a
aa24 ,
a2
aa3 ,
b
bb3
5

u4
a
b
aa13 , bb1
a

b

4

aa23 , bb1
2

a

aa23
b

bb2
b

3

bb3
4

a

b

aa34 , bb1
b

2

bb1

4
a
aa23 ,

b
b b1
5

Figure 1: The decision table and the discernibility
matrix
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Figure 2: Coloring of attribute value graphs and the
reduced table.
search for minimal set of new attributes that discerns all pairs of objects from different decision classes.
After extracting of these sets, for each attribute ai
we construct a graph Γa = hVa , Ea i where Ea is defined as the set of all new attributes (propositional
variables) found for the attribute a. Any vertex coloring of Γa defines a partition of Va . The colorability
problem is solvable in polynomial time for k = 2, but
remains NP-complete for all k ≥ 3. But, similarly to
discretization, one can apply some efficient heuristic
searching for optimal partition.
Let us consider an example of decision table presented
in Figure 1 and (a reduced form) of its discernibility
matrix (Figure 1).
From the Boolean function fA with Boolean variables
of the form avv21 one can find the shortest prime implicant: aaa12 ∧ aaa23 ∧ aaa14 ∧ aaa34 ∧ bbb14 ∧ bbb24 ∧ bbb23 ∧ bbb13 ∧ bbb35
which can be represented by graphs (see Figure 2).
We can color vertices of those graphs as it is shown
in Figure 2. The colors are corresponding to the partitions:
Pa (a1 ) = Pa (a3 ) = 1;
Pa (a2 ) = Pa (a4 ) = 2
Pb (b1 ) = Pb (b2 ) = Pb (b5 ) = 1;
Pb (b3 ) = Pb (b4 ) = 2.

Names of
Tables
Australian
Breast (L)
Diabetes
Glass
Heart
Iris
Lympho
Monk-1
Monk-2
Monk-3
Soybean
TicTacToe
Average

Classification accuracies
S-ID3 C4.5
MD MD-G
78.26 85.36 83.69 84.49
62.07 71.00 69.95 69.95
66.23 70.84 71.09 76.17
62.79 65.89 66.41 69.79
77.78 77.04 77.04 81.11
96.67 94.67 95.33 96.67
73.33 77.01 71.93 82.02
81.25 75.70
100
93.05
69.91 65.00 99.07 99.07
90.28 97.20 93.51 94.00
100
95.56
100
100
84.38 84.02 97.7
97.70
78.58 79.94 85.48 87.00

Table 4: Quality comparison of various decision tree
methods. Abbreviations: MD: MD-heuristic; MD-G:
MD-heuristic with symbolic value partition
At the same time one can construct the new decision
table (Figure 2).
One can extend the presented approach (see e.g., [33])
to the case when in a given decision system nominal as well as numeric attributes appear. The received heuristics are of very good quality. Experiments for classification methods (see [33]) have been
carried over decision systems using two techniques
called “train-and-test” and “n-fold-cross-validation”.
In Table 4 some results of experiments obtained by
testing the proposed methods: MD (using only discretization based on MD-heurisctic with Johnson approximation strategy [30], [58]) and MD-G (using discretization and symbolic value grouping [32], [58]) for
classification quality on some data tables from the
“UC Irvine repository” are shown. The results reported in [12] are summarized in columns labeled by
S-ID3 and C4.5 in Table 4). Let us note that the
heuristics MD and MD-G are also very efficient with
respect to the time complexity.
Decision rules
Reducts serve the purpose of inducing minimal decision rules. Any such rule contains the minimal number of descriptors in the conditional part so that their
conjunction defines the largest subset of a generalized
decision class (decision class, if the decision table is
deterministic). Hence, information included in conditional part of any minimal rule is sufficient for prediction of the generalized decision value for all objects
satisfying this part. The conditional parts of minimal
rules define largest object sets relevant for generalized

decision classes approximation. It turns out that the
conditional parts of minimal rules can be computed (by using Boolean reasoning) as so called reducts
relative to objects or local reducts (see e.g., [57], [3]).
Once the reducts have been computed, the conditional parts of rules are easily constructed by laying the
reducts over the original decision system and reading off the values. In the discussed case the generalized decision value is preserved during the reduction.
One can consider stronger constraints which should
be preserved. For example, in [62] the constraints are
described by probability distributions corresponding
to information signatures of objects. Again the same
methodology can be used to compute the reducts corresponding to these constraints.
The main challenge in inducing rules from decision
systems lies in determining which attributes should
be included in the conditional part of the rule. Using
the outlined above strategy first the minimal rules are
computed. Their conditional parts describe largest
object sets (definable by conjunctions of descriptors)
with the same generalized decision value in a given decision system. Hence, they create the largest sets still
relevant for defining the decision classes (or sets of decision classes when the decision system is inconsistent). Although such minimal decision rules can be computed, this approach can result in set of rules of not
satisfactory classification quality. Such detailed rules
will be overfit and they will poorly classify unseen
cases. Shorter rules should rather be synthesized. Although they will not be perfect on the known cases
there is a good chance that they will be of high quality
when classifying new cases. They can be constructed by computing approximations of the above mentioned reducts. Approximations of reducts received
by drooping some descriptors from the conditional
parts of minimal rules define larger sets, not purely
included in decision classes but included in a satisfactory degree. It means that these shorter descriptions
can be more relevant for decision class (concept) approximation than the exact reducts. Hence, e.g., one
can expect that when by dropping the descriptor from
the conditional part we receive the description of the
object set almost included in the approximated decision class than this descriptor is a good candidate for
dropping.
Several other strategies have been implemented.
Methods of boundary region thinning [72] are based,
e.g., on the idea that sets of objects included in decision classes in satisfactory degree can be treated as
parts of the lower approximations of decision classes. Hence the lower approximations of decision classes are enlarged and decision rules generated for them

are usually stronger (e.g., they are supported by more
examples). The degree of inclusion is tuned experimentally to achieve, e.g., high classification quality
of new cases. One can also adopt an idea of dynamic
reducts for decision rule generation.
For estimation of the quality of decision classes approximation global measures based on the positive
region [57] or entropy [11] are used.
When a set of rules has been induced from a decision
system containing a set of training examples, they can
be used to classify new objects. However, to resolve
conflict between different decision rules recognizing
new objects one should develop strategies for resolving conflicts between them when they are voting for
different decisions (see the bibliography in [48] and
[49]). Recently [66], it has been shown that rough set
methods can be used to learn from data the strategy for conflict resolving between decision rules when
they are classifying new objects contrary to existing
methods using some fixed strategies.
α-reducts and association rules
In this section we discuss a relationship between association rules [2] and approximations of reducts being
basic constructs of rough sets [57], [58], [34].
We consider formulas called templates being conjunction of descriptors. The templates will be denoted by
T, P, Q and descriptors by D with or without subscripts. By supportA (T) is denoted the cardinality
of kTkA and by conf idenceA (P → Q) is denoted the
number supportA (P ∧ Q)/supportA (P).
The, mentioned above, reduct approximations are descriptions of the object sets matched by templates.
They describe these sets in an approximate sense expressed by coefficients called support and confidence.
There are two main steps of many developed association rule generation methods for given information
system A and parameters of support s and confidence
c:
1. Extraction from data as many as possible
templates T = D1 ∧ D2 ... ∧ Dk such that
supportA (T) ≥ s and supportA (T ∧ D) < s
for any descriptor D different from descriptors of
T (i.e., generation of maximal templates among
those supported by more than s objects);
2. Searching for a partition T = P ∧ Q for any
of generated template T satisfying the following
conditions:
(a) supportA (P) <

supportA (T)
c

(b) P has the shortest length among templates
satisfying the previous condition.
The second step can be solved using rough set methods and Boolean reasoning approach.
Let T = D1 ∧ D2 ∧ . . . ∧ Dm be a template with
supportA (T) ≥ s. For a given confidence threshold
c ∈ (0; 1) the decomposition T = P ∧ Q is called cirreducible if conf idenceA (P → Q) ≥ c and for any
decomposition T = P0 ∧ Q0 such that P0 is a subtemplate of P, we have conf idenceA (P0 → Q0 ) < c.
Now we are going to explain that problem of searching for c-irreducible association rules from the given
template is equivalent to the problem of searching for
local α-reducts (for some α) from a decision table.
The last problem is a well known problem in rough
set theory.
Let us define a new decision table A|T = (U, A|T , d)
from the original information system A and the template T by
1. A|T = {aD1 , aD2 , ..., aDm } is a set of attributes
corresponding
 to the descriptors of T such that
1 if the object u satisfies Di ,
aDi (u) =
0 otherwise.
2. the decision attribute d determines if the object
satisfiestemplate T, i.e.,
1 if the object u satisfies T,
d(u) =
0 otherwise.
The following facts [58], [34] describe the relationship between association rules and approximations of
reducts.
For the given information table A = (U, A), the template
P. The implication
V T, the setVof descriptors

D
−→
D
is
j
Di ∈P i
Dj ∈P
/
1. 100%-irreducible association rule from T if and
only if P is a reduct in A|T .
2. c-irreducible association rule from T if and only if P is an α-reduct of A|T , where α = 1 −
( 1c − 1)/( ns − 1), n is the total number of objects
from U and s = supportA (T).
One can show, that the problem of searching for the
shortest α-reducts is NP-hard [34]. From the above
facts it follows that extracting association rules from
data is strongly related to extraction from the data
reduct approximations [34] being basic constructs of
rough sets.

A
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
u8
u9
u10
u11
u12
u13
u14
u15
u16
u17
u18
A|T
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
u8
u9
u10
u11
u12
u13
u14
u15
u16
u17
u18

a1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

a2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
2
2
3
4
3
1
2

D1
a1 = 0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

a3
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
D2
a3 = 2
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

a4
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

a5
80
81
82
80
81
81
83
81
82
84
80
82
81
81
82
83
84
82
D3
a4 = 1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

a6
2
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

a7
2
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa

D4
a6 = 0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

a8
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2

a9
3
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa
aa

D5
a8 = 1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

d

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Table 5: The example of information table A and
template T support by 10 objects and the new decision table A|T constructed from A and template T
The following example illustrates the main idea of our
method. Let us consider the following information
table A with 18 objects and 9 attributes.
Assume that the template
T = (a1 = 0)∧(a3 = 2)∧(a4 = 1)∧(a6 = 0)∧(a8 = 1)
has been extracted from the information table A.
One can see that support(T) = 10 and length(T) =
5. The new constructed decision table A|T is presented in Table 5. The discernibility function for A|T can
be described as follows
f (D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 ) = (D2 ∨ D4 ∨ D5 ) ∧ (D1 ∨ D5 )
∧(D1 ∨ D3 ∨ D4 ) ∧ (D2 ∨ D3 ∨ D4 )
∧(D1 ∨ D2 ∨ D3 ∨ D4 ) ∧ (D1 ∨ D3 ∨ D5 )
∧(D2 ∨ D3 ∨ D5 ) ∧ (D3 ∨ D4 ∨ D5 )
After simplification we obtain six reducts corresponding to the prime implicants:
f (D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 ) = (D3 ∧D5 )∨(D4 ∧D5 )∨(D1 ∧

M(A|T )
u1
u5
u6
u7
u11
u12
u14
u18

=

100%

=⇒

=

90%

=⇒

u2 , u 3 , u 4 , u 8 , u 9
u10 , u13 , u15 , u16 , u17
D2 ∨ D4 ∨ D5
D1 ∨ D3 ∨ D4
D2 ∨ D3 ∨ D4
D1 ∨ D2 ∨ D3 ∨ D4
D1 ∨ D3 ∨ D5
D2 ∨ D3 ∨ D5
D3 ∨ D4 ∨ D5
D1 ∨ D5

D1
D1
D1
D1

length(T). Problems of high quality templates generation (by using different optimization criteria) are
of high computational complexity. However, efficient
heuristics have been developed for solving them (see
e.g., [2, 71]), [32]).

D3
D4
∧ D2
∧ D2
∧ D2
∧ D3

∧ D5
∧ D5
∧ D3
∧ D4
∧ D5
∧ D4

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

D1
D1
D4
D3
D3
D2

∧ D2 ∧ D4
∧ D2 ∧ D3
∧ D5
∧ D5
∧ D4
∧ D5

D1
D1
D1
D1
D2
D2
D3

∧ D2
∧ D3
∧ D4
∧ D5
∧ D3
∧ D5
∧ D4

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

D3
D3
D2
D2
D1
D1
D1

∧ D4
∧ D4
∧ D3
∧ D3
∧ D4
∧ D3
∧ D2

∧ D5
∧ D5
∧ D5
∧ D4
∧ D5
∧ D4
∧ D5

Table 6: The simplified version of discernibility matrix M(A|T ) and association rules
D2 ∧D3 )∨(D1 ∧D2 ∧D4 )∨(D1 ∧D2 ∧D5 )∨(D1 ∧D3 ∧
D4 ) for the decision table A|T . Thus, we have found
from T six association rules with (100%)-confidence.
If c = 90% it means that we would like to find
α-reducts for the decision table A|T , where α =
1
−1
1 − nc −1 = 0.86. Hence we would like to search for a
s
set of descriptors that covers at least d(n − s)(α)e =
d8 · 0.86e = 7 elements of the discernibility matrix
M(A|T ). One can see that the following sets of descriptors: {D1 , D2 }, {D1 , D3 }, {D1 , D4 }, {D1 , D5 },
{D2 , D3 }, {D2 , D5 }, {D3 , D4 } have nonempty intersection with exactly 7 members of the discernibility
matrix M(A|T ). In Table 6 we present all association
rules corresponding to those sets. Heuristics searching for α-reducts are discussed e.g. in [34].
Decomposition of large data tables
Several methods based on rough sets have been developed to deal with large data tables, e.g., to generate
strong decision rules for them. We will discuss one
of the methods based on decomposition of tables by
using patterns, called templates, describing regular
sub-domains of the universe (e.g., they describe large
number of customers having large number of common
features).
Long templates with large support are preferred in
many Data Mining tasks. Several quality functions can be used to compare templates. For example
1
(T) = supportA (T)+
they can be defined by qualityA
2
length(T) and qualityA (T) = supportA (T) ×

Extracted from data templates are used to decompose
large data tables. In consequence the decision tree
is built with internal nodes labeled by the extracted
from data templates, and outgoing from them edges
by 0 (false) and 1 (true). Any leaf is labeled by a subtable (subdomain) consisting of all objects from the
original table matching all templates or their complements appearing on the path from the root of the
tree to the leaf. The process of decomposition is continued until the size of subtables attached to leaves
is feasible for existing algorithms (e.g., decision rules
for them can be generated efficiently) based on rough
set methods. The reported experiments are showing
that such decomposition returns interesting patterns
of regular subdomains of large data tables (for references see [32], [35], [48] and [49]).
It is also possible to search for patterns that are almost included in the decision classes, i.e., default
rules [29]. For a presentation of generating default
rules see the bibliography in [48] and [49].
Conclusions
We have shown that rough set theory constitutes a
sound basis for KDD.
There has been done a substantial progress in developing rough set methods for KDD (like methods
for extraction from data rules, partial or total dependencies, methods for elimination of redundant data,
methods dealing with missing data, dynamic data and
others reported e.g., in [6], [7], [8], [16], [18], [24], [29],
[30], [37], [48], [49], [50], [74]). New methods for extracting patterns from data (see e.g., [21], [35], [29]),
[20], [44]), decomposition of decision systems (see e.g.,
[35]) as well as a new methodology for data mining
in distributed and multiagent systems (see e.g., [47])
have been reported. Recently, rough set based methods have been proposed for data mining in very large
relational data bases.
There are numerous areas of successful applications of rough set software systems (see [49] and
http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~aleks/rosetta/ for the
ROSETTA system). Many interesting case studies
are reported (for references see e.g., [48, 49], [37] and
the bibliography in these books, in particular [7], [16],
[20], [67], [74]).
We would like to mention some generalizations of

rough set approach like rough mereological approach
(see e.g., [51], [46]). The inclusion relation xµr y with
the intended meaning x is a part of y in a degree
r has been taken as the basic notion of the rough
mereology being a generalization of the Leśniewski
mereology. Rough mereology offers a methodology
for synthesis and analysis of objects in distributed
environment of intelligent agents, in particular, for
synthesis of objects satisfying a given specification in
satisfactory degree, i.e., objects sufficiently close to
standard objects (prototypes) satisfying the specification. Moreover, rough mereology has been recently
used [47] for developing foundations of the information granule calculus, an attempt towards formalization of the Computing with Words paradigm, recently formulated by Lotfi Zadeh [68], [69]. Let us also
note that one of the prospects for rough mereological applications is to look for algorithmic methods of
extracting logical structures from data such as, for
instance, finding relational structures corresponding
to relevant feature extraction, synthesizing default
rules (approximate decision rules), constructing connectives for uncertainty coefficients propagation and
synthesizing schemes of approximate reasoning creating a higher level knowledge extracted from data (e.g.
qualitative schemes of reasoning). The development of such methods is crucial for further progress in
many applications. It is also one of the central issues
of KDD [13].
Several other generalizations of rough sets have been
investigated and some of them have been used for real
life data analysis (see e.g., [72], [5], [39], [14], [22], [38],
[25], [56], [47]).
Finally, we would like to point out that the algebraic
and logical aspects of rough sets have been intensively studied since the beginning of rough set theory.
The reader interested in that topic is referred to the
bibliography in [48].
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